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Harley-Davidson in no way endorses or is affiliated with this site. Adding a Harley Davidson
Tour Pack to your motorcycle provides several great benefits. First and foremost, it adds a
massive amount of storage for those longer touring trips. Secondly, adding a Harley Davidson
Tour Pack can give your ride some added flare that you might not have thought about. In
addition to all the other options to add flare to your ride like hooking up a new LED headlight or
some LED turn signals , adding a Harley Davidson Tour Pack is just another great option when
customizing your ride. For all those reasons, we wanted to share with you our list of some great
aftermarket Harley Davidson Tour Packs. Trunk Dimensions : Please kindly note the free insert
carpet liner just as a free gift without warranty. Note 1. Require re drill the holes on the base for
install top luggage rack. Require re drill the holes for install backrest no pre. Does not fit FLRT
models. Color: Pre-painted glossy black. Molded ABS plastic. Length: 20 Inch. Height: 10 Inch.
Fitment Directly fit up Harley Touring models with the fixed mount or the detachable mounts.
Consult your actual Harley dealer for what parts are interchangeable between models and even
the mounting racks, kit and bags. There are to many slight variations in Harley models, that it is
hard to be sure which units are completely interchangeable between all Harley models. If you
are anything like me and enjoy riding your hog as much as you possibly can, it may be time for
you to consider replacing your stock hand grips with one of the Best Hand Grips for Harley
Davidson Motorcycles. Not only does a new set of grips give your ride a new, cool look and feel,
they also add a number of benefits. Replacing your old worn out grips with a new set can add
positive control of your bike for one. Secondly, new grips tend to absorb riding vibrations from
the bars that typically can cause some fatigue during long rides. Lastly, new grips can simply
transform the overall look of your bike and not break your bank either. Contrasting cut back
look makes a powerful visual statement, and works great with both traditional and
contemporary customizing styles, Hand Grips are a comfortable 1. Size: approx. This is another
cheap and easy way to make your ride more stylish. Upgrading your turn signals to LEDs is
typically an easy install, and they look great! Brighter LED turn signals make it easier for other
vehicles to see you and see your next move. The LED turn signals are more noticeable and
vibrant to other drivers, which is one of the several benefits of making this change. If you do
NOT have a center rear tail light, you will need a kit with rears that function as turn signals,
running light and brake light. If you have a rear center tail light, you will need the turn signal kit.
Adding brighter turn signals and running lights makes you more noticeable and makes it easier
for you to see. The running light illuminates bright white in the shape of a halo ring that lights
both the front and sides of the road. The turn signal lights up amber. They function as running
lights and turn signals. No modifications or wiring needed when installing. You want the people
in front AND behind you to notice you. More light on the rear of your Harley will better alert
drivers who are coming to a stop behind you. The running light illuminates as a red halo ring.

The entire unit lights up a brighter red for brake and turn signals. They function as running
lights, turn signals and brake lights. We offer superior lights at a lower cost but high quality to
our customers and win the good reputation from them all over the world. We will continue to
make our valuable products with our customers in mind as we light the way into the future.
Together, we can make it better! Compatible with Harley Dyna, Street Glide, Fat Boy, Softail,
Road King, Springer and other models with 2 inches standard new bullet style front turn signal
lights and double contacts bulbs only, not for rear turn, not for aftermarket replacement
housing. Time to get these popular smoked covers to customize the blinkers and get rid of the
old dull orange ones, the dark tinted caps add new features to the motorcycle in appearance
and maintain clear visibility without weakening the halogen or LED light, smooth and
transparent surface, hard and durable ABS plastic protect the blinker lights from minor impact
effectively. Package includes 2 covers and 2 LED light panels; easy to install, plug and play;
manual included, read before installation. For use with clear or smoked lenses. Your stock rear
turn signals should function as running lights, brake lights and turn signals. For bikes WITH a
brake light on the rear fender you will need the style signals. Earlier models may require a Load
Equalizer to prevent fast flash and error codes. The 53mm-diameter inserts flash between white
and amber. Each LED light shines bright white for running lights. When the turn signal is on, the
lights flash between amber and white, maintaining visibility and safety. The machined aluminum
tabs are easy to install. Use with smoked or clear lenses. The honeycomb lens disperses the
light in a circular pattern making you easily to see vehicles close by. The horizon beam pattern
makes you visible from 3 times farther away. Guaranteed to be radio static and buzz free.
Installation takes minutes. Remove the 2 screws in the factory lens, remove the bulb and
replace it with this one piece sealed unit. Highly noticeable from close range and visible from 3X
farther away, these interference free, weatherproof LED turn signals will keep you safer.
Whether you need front or rear turn signals, we have an option for you. Each unit is the
brightest and safest possible LED turn signal for you bike. Available in both and version, there
is a Midnight Edition turn signal for your bike. Plug and play on most Harley Davidson models.
Highly visible and extremely bright. Adds more light to the road and for others to see you. Built
to fit your motorcycle. BCM compliant! Run the Hazards on your motorcycle and they will
automatically sync with your motorcycle. The Kuryakyn fairing mounted driving lights with turn
signals in gloss black provides halogen driving lights for the traditional bat wing fairing and
gives it a new persona. Features compact, stretched bezels and stylized fully adjustable
brackets provides a clean stiletto, sharp look with intense, focused lighting. The H3 bulb put out
a serious amount of light with lots of options and is also available to do LED lamp upgrades.
The complete kit includes everything needed to bolt them as plug and play. Using 48 LEDs,
these turn signals are more noticeable to other drivers, react quicker to your inputs and are
more reliable than the stock OEM bulbs. This allows all of the LEDs to be used as running lights
and as turn signals. It illuminates brighter and can be see by other drivers farther away.
Installation is simple: pop-off the stock lens, take out the bulb, and put in your new LED turn
signal. Smoke lenses are also available. For bikes that are and older, load resistors will be
needed for the installation. Each assembly also features a high power amber LED halo making
them a great addition to your factory turn signals. Search for:. March 31, XFMT Harley Davidson
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